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Welcome to the 2007 Biennial International Conference of the IUS. This event marks the 47th year since our founding by Morris Janowitz. It is the largest conference in IUS history, both in number of attendees and research reported (over 50 panels and 200 papers). Most important, the scholarship presented here is of exceptionally high quality and deals with the most important issues of military professionalism and relations between the military and society.

At our banquet on Friday evening, we will present the Morris Janowitz Career Achievement Award to two distinguished Fellows, David R. Segal and Moshe Lissak. They join previous Janowitz Award recipients, Sam C. Sarkesian and Charles C. Moskos. Our keynote speaker will be noted author Thomas E. Ricks, senior military correspondent of The Washington Post.

In addition to our regular panels, there are roundtables on professional military education and the scholarship of Moshe Lissak. A number of cadets and midshipmen from the United States Military, Naval, Coast Guard and Air Force Academies and the Royal Military College of Canada join us for the conference, and some are assisting in the registration and other areas as well. I know you will enjoy meeting these future leaders of their nations’ armed forces, and encouraging them in their scholarly interests.

This is an excellent time to renew old acquaintances, make new ones, and, if you are not yet a Fellow of the IUS, to join us. Please encourage both established and rising scholars to become Fellows and to submit their best work to Armed Forces & Society, the premier journal in our field.

I thank you for your participation in our conference and for your support of our organization generally. IUS Fellows form an interdisciplinary college of scholars dedicated to the highest standards of social science research on issues of the armed forces and society. Please let us know at the Secretariat (secretariat@iusafs.org) or contact me personally (jwillia@luc.edu) if we can be of professional assistance to you. Meanwhile, I look forward to seeing you at the conference sessions and at the President’s Reception Saturday evening.

Jay Williams
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2007 MORRIS JANOWITZ CAREER ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

MOSHE LISSAK

Moshe Lissak is one of the most renowned scholars of civil-military relations. He is Professor Emeritus of the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He received his Ph.D. from the Hebrew University in 1963 and traveled to the United States to study with Morris Janowitz. In addition to Lissak’s critically acclaimed expertise on Burma and Thailand, he also became a distinguished scholar of Israeli civil-military relations and Israeli sociological history.

Moshe’s books include Military Roles In Modernization: Civil-Military Relations In Thailand and Burma; and Trouble in Utopia: The Overburdened Polity of Israel.

Moshe has been an important participant in the Inter-University Seminar on Armed Forces and Society, and a contributor to and associate editor of Armed Forces & Society. Moshe Lissak truly captures what it means to be the ideal intellectual of civil-military relations with his groundbreaking work in the field and profound engagement in theoretical and sociological debate and dialogue.

DAVID R. SEGAL

David R. Segal is the co-recipient of this year’s Morris Janowitz Career Achievement Award. He is a preeminent sociologist, directly influencing defense policy in the U.S. through research, consultation, and service work. His over 150 scholarly journal articles, the highly regarded book Recruiting for Uncle Sam, and the cogent America’s Military Population monograph, (co-authored with Mady Weschler Segal) are widely read.

His unparalleled ability to render complex sociological issues intelligible to lay, international, and other non-academic audiences has made him a widely sought-after mass media commentator and public speaker in the United States and abroad. He is considered an exemplary collaborator, as he was in the co-edited volume The Postmodern Military, because the rigor of his work makes for cutting-edge and frequently referenced sources.

Finally, Dr. Segal continues to educate, inspire, and mentor generations of students, teachers and practitioners—civilian and military—thereby leaving a lasting legacy regarding matters of the military.
Thomas Ricks has covered the U.S. military for the Washington Post since 2000. Until the end of 1999, he had the same beat at the Wall Street Journal, where he was a reporter for 17 years.

He has reported on U.S. military activities in Somalia, Haiti, Korea, Bosnia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Kuwait, Turkey, Afghanistan and Iraq. His major articles have looked at the changed nature of peacekeeping (1992), the growing importance of nonlethal weapons (1993), the revolution in military affairs (1994), the passage of one recruit platoon through Marine boot camp (1995), the cultural battle at West Point's leadership department (1997), the U.S. military's new emphasis on operating in Asia (2000), target clearance problems in the Afghan war (2001), the high morale of U.S. troops in Afghanistan (2002), the discrepancy between how a U.S. patrol in Baghdad saw itself and how Iraqis saw it (2003), and the growing strain on the military families and on the National Guard (2004).

He was part of a Wall Street Journal team that won the Pulitzer Prize for national reporting in 2000 for a series of articles on how the U.S. military might change to meet the new demands of the 21st century. This is posted at http://www.pulitzer.org/year/2000/national-reporting/works.

Ricks also was part of a Washington Post team that won the 2002 Pulitzer Prize for reporting about the beginning of the U.S. counteroffensive against terrorism. Those articles are posted at http://www.pulitzer.org/year/2002/national-reporting/works/. Many of his articles on Iraq are compiled on-line at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/liveonline/partners/frontline.htm.

He is the author of Fiasco: The American Military Adventure in Iraq, which was a No. 1 New York Times bestseller after being published in July 2006. He also wrote Making the Corps, recently revised, which won the Washington Monthly's "Political Book of the Year" award. He also has written on defense matters for the Atlantic Monthly and other publications. His first novel, A Soldier's Duty, about the U.S. military intervening in Afghanistan, was published by Random House in June 2001 -- some four months before the U.S. actually did intervene there.

Born in Massachusetts in 1955, he grew up in New York and Afghanistan, and graduated from Yale in 1977. He now lives in Silver Spring, Maryland, with his wife and children. For recreation, he enjoys whitewater kayaking, downhill skiing and reading military history.
THE DAY IN BRIEF

8:15 am - 7:00 pm
REGISTRATION
6th Floor

9:00 am - 12:30 pm
BURNHAM 4
7th Floor
Roundtable
Culture in Professional Military Education (PME)

10:00 am - 12:00 pm
CLARK 5
7th Floor
Meeting
IUS Council & Board

12:00 - 1:00 pm
CLARK 10
3rd Floor
Luncheon
IUS Council & Board

1:00 pm to 6:00 p.m.
Panel Sessions
Parlors
6th Floor
Clark & Burnham Rooms
7th Floor

Evening Events

6:00 - 7:00 pm
Adams Foyer
6th Floor
Reception
All Conference participants are warmly invited to attend.

7:00 - 9:00 pm
Adams Ballroom
6th Floor
Banquet
ROUNDTABLE
9:00 am to 12:30 pm

BURNHAM 4
Chair       Kerry Fosher, Marine Corps Intelligence Activity
Presenter  Brian Selmeski, Royal Military College of Canada

Discussion Paper  “Culture and Professional Military Education (PME)”

Clementine Fujimura, U.S. Naval Academy
Jessica Glick Turnley, Galisteo Consulting Group, Inc.
Remi Hajjar, TRADOC Culture Center
John Hawkins, Brigham Young University
Daniel Henk, U.S. Air University
David Kriebel, U.S. Naval War College
Laura McNamara, Sandia National Laboratories
Pauletta Otis, USMC CAOCL
Robert Rubinstein, Syracuse University
Anna Simons, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School
Efrat Elron, The Hebrew University
Charles Kirke, Cranfield University
Alan Okros, Royal Military College of Canada
Rudy Richardson, Netherlands Defense Academy & Royal Netherlands Military College
Joseph Soeters, Netherlands Defense Academy & Royal Netherlands Military College
1:00 to 2:30 pm

PARLOR H  Military Violence and International Missions in the 21st Century

Presenters  Christopher Dandeker, King’s College London, and Karl Ydén, Gothenburg Research Institute

Papers

Christopher Dandeker, King’s College London, “The End of War? – The Strategic Context of International Missions in the Twenty-First Century”

Hans Hasselbladh and Karl Ydén, Gothenburg Research Institute, “Organizing Experience from Swedish Armed Forces International Missions: Mapping the Empirical Terrain”

Allan Janik, The University of Innsbruck, “Military Competence in Conducting War Among the People”

Jan S. van der Meulen, Netherlands Defense Academy, “‘Framing Uruzgan:’ Public Debate and Political Discourse on the Meaning of a Military Mission”

Bengt Abrahamsson, Swedish National Defence College, “Restraint, Unbridled Emotion and War Amongst the People”

PARLOR A  Uncertainties and Military Missions in the Middle East and Africa

Chair  Frederick Dotolo, St. John Fisher College

Presenter  Stephen R. Dalzell, Office of the Chief, U.S. Army Reserve

Papers

Frederick Dotolo, St. John Fisher College, “Pacifying the Sanusi: Italy’s Counter-Insurgency in North Africa”


Tova Abosch, University of Texas – Austin, “Political Expectations and Military Miscalculations in the Mesopotamia Campaign”

Rialize Ferreira, University of South Africa, “South African Peacekeeping in Africa”
BURNHAM 4  How Unique Should the Military Academy Be?  
A Cadet & Midshipmen Panel

Moderator  Morten G. Ender, U.S. Military Academy

Participants

Linden Dahlkemper, United States Coast Guard Academy
Daniel Decker, United States Naval Academy
Nick Dunning, Royal Military College of Canada
Amie M. Foster, United States Military Academy
Allison M. Gould, United States Military Academy
Jacklyn R. Oeser, United States Military Academy
David Parker, United States Naval Academy
Emily Paxson, United States Coast Guard Academy
Erica Reid-Dixon, United States Naval Academy
Charlotte Sully, Royal Military College of Canada
David E. White, United States Military Academy
Phillip Zencey, United States Air Force Academy

Papers

Jacklyn R. Oeser, U.S. Military Academy, “The U.S. Military Academy as a Relatively Unique Institution”
CLARK 7  Forging the Warrior’s Character at West Point

Chair  Don M. Snider, U.S. Military Academy
Presenter  Patrick Sweeney, U.S. Military Academy

Papers
Don M. Snider, U.S. Military Academy, “Developing Leaders of Character at West Point”
Patrick Sweeney, U.S. Military Academy, “The Domain of the Human Spirit in Cadet Development at West Point”
Donna Brazil, U.S. Military Academy, “Reflections on Moral Development at West Point”

PARLOR F  Professionalizing the Force

Chair  James Craig (JC) Stone, Canadian Forces College
Presenter  Anna Simons, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School

Papers
James Craig (JC) Stone, Canadian Forces College, “Senior Officer Professional Military Education in the Canadian Forces: Ten Years of Improvement”
Lindsay P. Cohn, Duke University, “Military Skills: How the National Vocational Training System Influences Military Operations and Training”
Stefan Eisen, Jr., U.S. Air Force, “Deliberate Negotiations Skills Development for Military Professionals”
2:45 to 4:15pm

**PARLOR F**  Civil-Military Relations after the Fall of the Wall

**Chair**  Natalie Mychajlyszyn, Library of Parliament, Canada  
(Parliamentary Information and Research Services)

**Presenter**  Mary Frances Rosett Lebamoff, Loyola University Chicago

**Papers**


Jeremy M. Teigen, Ramapo College, and Julie A. George, Queens College, “NATO Expansion in the Caucasus: Changes in Civil-Military Relations, Corruption, and Conscription in Post-Soviet Georgia”

**CLARK 5**  Cohesion in the Military

**Chair**  Franklin Mark Osanka, Independent Scholar

**Discussant**  William Locke Hauser, U.S. Army (Retired)

**Papers**

Anne Irwin, University of Calgary, “Brothers in Arms: Fictive Kinship, Teasing and Cohesion in a Canadian Infantry Platoon”

Irene E. van der Kloet, Netherlands Defense Academy, “Trust in Teammates as a Motivator for Work Satisfaction”

Karen Samuels, University of Calgary, “Tattooing as a Social Process in Military Contexts”

Mikael Salo, University of Helsinki, and Micha Popper, University of Haifa, “The Chosen One – Sociometric Leader Choices among Finnish Conscripts”

Ryan Pengelly, University of Calgary, “Storytelling and Morality in the Canadian Forces”
PARLOR A  Recruitment and Retention of Citizens as Soldiers
Chair & Presenter  James Griffith, U.S. Army National Guard
Papers
John Eighmey, University of Minnesota, “Self-Efficacy as a Critical Variable Affecting Youth Intention to Enlist in the Military”
Ryan Kelty, U.S. Military Academy, “Citizen Soldiers and Civilian Contractors: Effects of Military Outsourcing on National Guard Soldiers Returning from Deployment”
James Griffith, U.S. Army National Guard, “Will Reservists Be Enduring or Ephemeral Soldiers? Relation of Organizational Commitment to Recruitment, Retention and Readiness”
Claire Eversden-French, Paul Riley, Lauren van Staden, Christopher Dandeker and Simon Wessely, Kings’ College London, “The Changing Influences on Retention of UK Volunteer Reservists Serving on Operation TELIC 2003-2006”

CLARK 7  U.S. Army Families and Deployment Issues
Chair  Richard Fafara, U.S. Army
Presenter  Brenda L. Moore, State University of New York-Buffalo
Papers
David Westhuis, and James Daley, Indiana University, “Ethnicity and Coping during War-Time Deployments”
Dennis K. Orthner and Roderick Rose, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and Richard Fafara, U.S. Army, “Army Family Adjustments to Deployment”
PARLOR B  Transatlantic Crosscurrents: Choppy Waters?
Chair  Sherry Barrett, U.S. Department of Justice
Presenter  John Allen Williams, Loyola University Chicago

Papers
Andrew Dorman, King’s College London, and Joyce P. Kaufman, Whittier College, “The Future of Trans-Atlantic Relations: A Comparative Perspective”


Mary N. Hampton, U.S. Air Command and Staff College, “Naming Terror: U.S. and European Strategies for Countering Terrorism in the 1970s”

Ryan J. Burch, Loyola University Chicago, “Comparing U.S. and UK Intelligence Services and Policies: Coordination, Control, Countering and National Security”

PARLOR H  Military Veterans: An African, European and U.S. Exchange
Chair  Paul R. Camacho, University of Massachusetts Boston
Presenter  Judith M. Vendrzyk, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Papers
Paulo Granjo, Instituto de Ciencias Sociais, Portugal, “Dealing with Veterans’ and Communities’ Trauma in Africa”


Friday 26 October
PANELS
4:30 to 6 pm

4:30 to 6:00pm

PARLOR B
Civil-Military Relations: Fifty Years after *The Soldier and The State*

Chair
Don M. Snider, U.S. Military Academy

Presenter
Suzanne C. Nielsen, U.S. Military Academy

Papers
Risa Brooks, Northwestern University, “Rethinking Subjective Control: When Should the Military Be Involved in Politics?”

James Burk, Texas A&M University, “Obedience, Professional Competence, and a Right to Do Wrong”

David Segal and Karin DeAngelis, University of Maryland College Park, “Changing Conceptions of the Military Profession”


PARLOR F
Civil-Military Relations in Theory & Practice

Chair & Presenter
Jack Binkley, University of Maryland University College

Papers
Wilfried von Bredow, Philipps-Universität, “Clausewitz and Civil-Military Relations in Democracies”

Marian Zulean, University of Bucharest, “The Soldier and the Globe: Civil-Military Relations in the Global Age”

Jason Steck, Creighton University, “What is ‘Civil-Military Relations’?”

Rebecca L. Schiff, Brandeis University, “Concordance Theory: India and Pakistan”
PARLOR A  European Security Issues

Chair  James W. Schuler, Loyola University Chicago

Presenter  Dewi Williams, Staffordshire Law School, UK

Papers


Christopher Porto, University of Virginia, “Model of Asymmetric Weapons Sharing”

Anthony King, University of Exeter, “European Military Transformation: the New Networks of Military Expertise”

CLARK 10  **  Counterinsurgency Adaptation during the Global War on Terror

Chair  Sergio Catignani, European University Institute

Presenter  Isaiah (Ike) Wilson, U.S. Military Academy

Papers

Ron Schleifer, Ariel University Center, “Countering Palestinian Insurgency in the Second Intifada: the PSYOP Perspective”


Sergio Catignani, European University Institute, “Organizational Adaptation to the Insurgency in Iraq: Cultural Resistance in the U.S. Army? ”

** The above panel is disbanded; Dr. Drapeau will present his paper on a Saturday 8:30 a.m. Panel, Counterinsurgency Challenges”, in Parlor B.
Friday 26 October
PANELS
4:30 - 6 pm

PARLOR H  Diversity and the Armed Forces: Impact & Issues

Chair & Presenter  Brian R. Selmeski, Royal Military College of Canada

Papers

Remi Hajjar, U.S. Army, “A New Angle on the U.S. Military’s Emphasis on Developing Cross-Cultural Competence (3C): Connecting In-Ranks’ Cultural Diversity to 3C”

Grazia Scoppio, Canadian Defense Academy, “Diversity Best Practices in Military and Police Organizations: A Comparative Research Project between Canada, Australia, the UK and the U.S.”

David L. Leal and Curtis Nichols, The University of Texas at Austin, “Race, Ethnicity, and Attitudes Toward the U.S. Military”

David E. Rohall, Western Illinois University, Morten G. Ender and Michael D. Matthews, U.S. Military Academy, “The Intersection of Race and Military Affiliation on Attitudes toward the Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq”

Rudy Richardson, Marloes van Engen, and Femke Bosman, Netherlands Defense Academy, “Acculturation and Multicultural Attitude: Defense Personnel’s Preferences with Regard to Diversity Policy”

David J. Armor, George Mason University, and Curtis L. Gilroy, Office of the Secretary of Defense, “Changing Minority Representation in the U.S. Military”

CLARK 7  Asian Security Issues

Chair  Franklin Mark Osanka, Independent Scholar

Discussant  Jeff Bolander, Independent Scholar

Papers

Franklin Mark Osanka, Independent Scholar, “Islamic Terrorism and Royal Thailand Government Responses in the Most Southern Provinces of Thailand”

Daniel Hartnett, Center for Naval Analyses Corporation, “Universal Defense Education in the People’s Republic of China”

Joshua Su-Ya Wu, University of Chicago, “Flashpoint Taiwan Strait: The Strait as the Battleground for a Future Sino-U.S. Confrontation”
EVENING EVENTS

RECEPTION
6:00 - 7:00 pm
Adams Foyer 6th Floor
All Conference participants are warmly invited to attend.

BANQUET
7:00 - 9:00 pm
Adams Ballroom 6th Floor
Welcome & Introductions
John Allen Williams
Loyola University Chicago
IUS Chair and President

MORRIS JANOWITZ CAREER ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Moshe Lissak Presented by Rebecca Schiff
David R. Segal Presented by Morten G. Ender

KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Thomas R. Ricks
Military Correspondent
The Washington Post
THE DAY IN BRIEF

8:00 am – 12:00 pm & 2:00 - 4:30 pm
Registration  Closed during Luncheon  6th Floor

Panel Sessions  Parlors  6th Floor
Clark Rooms  7th Floor
8:30 – 10:00 am & 10:30 am - 12:00 pm
2:00 - 3:30 pm & 4:00 – 5:30 pm

10:00 – 10:30 am & 3:30 – 4:00 pm
Coffee  Monroe Ballroom  6th Floor

12:00 pm – 1:45 pm
Luncheon  Adams Ballroom  6th Floor

PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION
6:00 to 7:00 pm
Monroe Ballroom  6th Floor
8:30 to 10 am

**PARLOR H**  The Welfare of Military Families

**Chair**  Mady Wechsler Segal, University of Maryland College Park

**Presenter**  David Rohall, Western Illinois University

**Papers**
- Roger D. Little, U.S. Naval Academy and John J. Hisnanick, U.S. Census Bureau, “Civilian and Military Family Income: Differences in Earnings and Compensation”
- Meredith A. Kleykamp, University of Kansas, “A Great Place to Start? The Effect of Prior Military Service on Hiring”
- Claire Eversden-French and Christopher Dandeker, King’s College, “The Significance of Family Welfare in the Well-Being of Volunteer Reservists Deployed to Iraq: A Mixed Methods Study of UK Territorial Army Personnel”

**CLARK 7**  Terrorism: Questions of Goals & Methods

**Chair & Presenter**  Robert Connor, Triton College

**Papers**
- Gerhard Kuemmel, Bundeswehr Institute of Social Research, “Dr. Strangelove or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb: Suicide Attacks in Asymmetric Warfare”
- Amel Lamnaouer, CEDEJ, Cairo, “Between Armed Struggle and Political Integration: Hamas in Palestine”
Saturday 27 October  
**PANELS**  
8:30 to 10 am

---

**PARLOR F**  
**Conduct in the Military**

**Chair**  Tiffany D. Farion, University of Calgary  
**Presenter**  Wilbur J. Scott, U.S. Air Force Academy

**Papers**

Richard J. Harris and Juanita M. Firestone, University of Texas at San Antonio, “The Impact of Sexual Harassment on the Likelihood of Reenlisting in the U.S. Military”

Aaron Belkin, University of California at Santa Barbara, “Male-Male Rape in the Armed Forces”

Chaitra Hardison, Brian Gifford, Laura Miller, Joan Tucker, RAND, "Measuring Problematic Behaviors in the Military: Anonymous vs. Confidential Surveys"

---

**CLARK 5**  
**Citizens and Service to the State**

**Chair & Presenter**  Elizabeth Coughlan, Salem State College

**Papers**

Floris Vletter, Leiden University, “Military Service and National Citizenship in Germany and The Netherlands”


Nick Jans and Judy Frazer-Jans, Sigma Consultancy, Australia, “More Pragmatic, More Professional: Pre- and Post-9/11 Professional Orientation in the Australian Military”

Igor V. Obraztsov, Moscow State University, “Dedovshchina as an Indispensable Attribute of Russian Conscription”

Karl W. Haltiner and Silvia Würml, Swiss Military Academy, ETH Zurich, “New Missions and the Changing Identity of Citizen Armies – The Case of Switzerland”
PARLOR A  
**Short-Circuiting Terrorism**

**Chair & Presenter**  Marc Imbeault, Royal Military College of Canada – St. Jean

**Papers**


Anton Bebler, University of Ljubljana, “Can Democracy Terminate Terrorism?”

Henning Sørensen, Institut for Sociologisk Forskning, “From Terror to Terrorism”


PARLOR B  
**Counterinsurgency Challenges**

**Chair & Presenter**  William C. Thomas, Office of the U.S. Secretary of Defense

**Papers**


Elizabeth A. Stanley, Georgetown University, “Mindfulness and Military Effectiveness in Counterinsurgency and Nation Building”


10:00 — 10:30 am  
**Coffee**  
Monroe Ballroom
Saturday 27 October  
10:30 am to 12 pm  

10:30 am to 12:00 pm  

PARLOR B  
The Operation Framework of the Armed Forces  
Chair & Presenter Franklin C. Pinch, Queen's University  
Papers  
Charles Kirke, Cranfield University, “Them’ to ‘Us’ -- Issues in Integrating Territorial Army Soldiers into Regular British Units for Operations”  
Delphine Resteigne, Belgian Royal Military Academy, and Joseph Soeters, Netherlands Defense Academy, “Managing Militarily”  
Leena Parmar, University of Rajasthan, and Daljit Singh, Indian Army (Retired), “Styles of Life in Leisure and Work – Symbols, Ceremonies and Sub-Culture in the Indian Military System”  

PARLOR H  
The Crescent of Crisis Redux  
Chair Shawn D. Ambrose, Capella University  
Presenter Roger Hamburg, Indiana University  
Papers  
Robert V. Barylski, University of South Florida, “Leninism and Khomeinism: Soviet Insights into Civil-Military Relations in Iran’s Islamic State”  
Irene E. van der Kloet, Netherlands Defence Academy, “The Role of Veterinarians in Winning Hearts and Minds in Mission Areas: A Journey of a Thousand Miles Begins with a Single Step”
PARLOR A  

Predicting and Countering Terrorism

Chair & Presenter  
Ronald R. Krebs, University of Minnesota  
Reuven Gal, Authority for Civic Service/Prime Minister’s Office, Israel

Papers


Samuel R. Schubert, National Defense Academy, Austria, “In Search of That Illusive Terrorist Profile: Debunking the Myths behind the Violence”

Judith Youngman, U.S. Coast Guard Academy, “Maritime Security and Defense: Reconciling Threats, Capabilities and Authorities”

Urs Wenger, Swiss Military Academy, ETH Zurich, “A Mysterious Currency Called ‘Freedom’: What is the Price of Security? The Case of Switzerland”

Yael Maoz-Shai, University of Toronto, “At a Certain Point, It is Impossible to Distinguish between the Population and the Terrorists: Explaining Variation in Israeli Counterterrorist Policies During the Second Intifada”

Tiffany D. Farion, “Canadian Arctic Transportation Security: Is It Melting Away?”

CLARK 5  

Historical Perspectives on Armed Forces and Society

Chair & Discussant  
Ronald L. Spiller, Edinboro University of Pennsylvania

Papers

Alexander W. G. Herd, University of Calgary, “Normative Rules, Pragmatic Rules: A Historical Anthropology of Canadian Army Training from the Second World War to the Korean War”

William C. Thomas, Office of the U.S. Secretary of Defense, “When Johnny Doesn’t Come Marching Home Again: Searching for the Missing from World War II”


Allan Silver, Columbia University, “Convergence of ‘War’ and ‘Peace’ in America, 1945-2007”

Jason Steck, Creighton University, “McNamara Redux: Civil-Military Relations in Rumsfeld’s Pentagon”
Saturday 27 October

PANELS
10:30 am to 12 pm

PARLOR F   Armed Forces and Law

Chair & Presenter  Laura L. Miller, RAND Corporation

Papers

CLARK 7   Complicated Loyalties

Chair  Elizabeth Samet, U.S. Military Academy
Presenter  Meyer Kestnbaum, University of Maryland College Park

Papers
  Elizabeth Samet, U.S. Military Academy, “The Case of Alcibiades”
BUFFET LUNCHEON
12:00 to 1:45 pm
Monroe Ballroom 6th Floor

Welcome
Robert A. Vitas
AAPD Foundation
IUS Executive Director

Remarks
John Allen Williams
Loyola University Chicago
IUS Chair and President
PANELS

Saturday 27 October
2 to 3:30 pm

2:00 pm to 3:30 pm

PARLOR B  Challenging Changes, Changing Missions
Chair & Presenter  David Mason, Nottingham Trent University

Papers
Emanuel O. Ojo, University of Ilorin, Nigeria, “New Missions and Roles of the Military Forces: The Blurring of Military and Police Roles in Nigeria”
Nicholas Deshpande, Royal Military College of Canada, “The Use of Forest Fire Terrorism: The American and European Experiences and Potential for Proliferation”
Rosalie Arcala Hall, University of the Philippines Visayas, “Exploring New Roles for the Philippine Military: Implications for Civilian Supremacy”
Nir Gazit, The Hebrew University, “It’s a Matter of Geography:’ Dialectics of Spatial Repression and Violence of Israeli Soldiers in Intifada El-Aqsa”

PARLOR F  Communication at All Levels
Chair & Presenter  Paul R. Viotti, University of Denver

Papers
John R. Ballard, U.S. National War College, “The Role of Information in the War on Terrorism in Iraq”
Peter N. Kirstein. St. Xavier University, “The ‘War on Terror’ as Threat to America: Academic Freedom and Suppressing Dissent”
Jeanine Kabrich, The University of Tennessee, “History of the Roles of Women in the American Forces Radio and Television Service”
PARLOR H  A Long Way from Rosie the Riveter  
Chair  Juanita Firestone, University of Texas at San Antonio  
Presenter  Gerhard Kuemmel, Bundeswehr Institute for Social Research  
Papers  
Darlene M. Iskra, University of Maryland College Park, “Who are the Women Who Have Broken through the Military’s ‘Brass’ Ceiling?”  
Mary Lou Kendrigan, Lansing Community College, “First Class Citizenship and Military Service for Women”  
Jessica Farion, University of Calgary, “Women, Biological Weapons and Fear: How Have These Roles and Attitudes Changed America since 9/11?”  
Stephen Trainor, U.S. Naval Academy, “Attitudes and Opportunities: Gendered Perceptions of Military Work and Career Orientations in Naval Academy Students”  
Ariel Vainer, Eyal Ben Ari, Uzi Ben-Shalom and Zee’v Lehrer, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, “Technology, Gender and New Combat Roles: Forces Along the Separation Barrier”

PARLOR A  Afghanistan: Past Lessons & Current Endeavors  
Chair & Discussant  Scot Robertson, University of Alberta  
Papers  
Anton Minkov and Gregory Smolyynec, Canadian Department of National Defense, “3-D Soviet Style: Lessons Learned from the Soviet Experience in Afghanistan ”  
Rachel Lea Heide, Canadian Department of National Defense, “Afghanistan, Counter-insurgency Theory, and the Evolution of Provincial Reconstruction Teams”  
David Rudd, Canadian Department of National Defense, “(Dis)unity of Effort: Allied Counter-Narcotics Policy in Afghanistan”  
Saturday 27 October  

PANELS  
2 to 3:30 pm

---

**CLARK 5**  
Multinational Military Cooperation during Crisis Response Operations

Chair & Presenter  
Philippe Manigart, Belgian Royal Military Academy

**Papers**

Maren Tomforde and Joerg Keller, Bundeswehr Institute of Social Research, Giulia Aubry, Università degli Studi Roma, and Ljubica Jelusic, University of Ljubljana, “Transnational Cooperation in KFOR: German, Italian, and Slovenian Soldiers in the Multinational Brigade (Southwest) in Kosovo”

Joseph Soeters, Royal Netherlands Military Academy, and Delphine Resteigne, Belgian Royal Military Academy, "Keeping the Peace in the Middle East... An Everlasting Story of Multinational Military Cooperation"


René Moelker, Netherlands Defense Academy, “Dutch Prejudice”

---

**CLARK 7**  
Men in Mufti and in Uniform: Checkered Past

Chair  
Michel-Louis Martin, Centre Morris Janowitz

Presenter  
Judith A. Youngman, U.S. Coast Guard Academy

**Papers**

Kijoo Kim, SUNY-Buffalo, “Crafting Democratic Civil-Military Relations in South Korea”


F. Yaprak Gursoy, Sabanci University, Istanbul, “Effects of Civilian Support and Military Unity in the Outcome of Coups: The Cases of Turkish and Greek Military Interventions”

Helena Carreiras, ISCTE/University of Lisbon, “The Portuguese Armed Forces after the Cold War: How Post-Modern Are They?”

---

3:30 - 4:00 pm  
Coffee  
Monroe Ballroom
4:00 to 5:30 pm

PARLOR B

The Changing Nature of Grand Strategy since 9/11

Chair
Marybeth P. Ulrich, U.S. Army War College

Presenter
Joel Hillison, Temple University

Papers
Antulio J. Echevarria, U.S. Army War College, "Wars of Ideas and 'The War of Ideas"

Joel Hillison, Temple University, “New Members, New Burdens: Burden-Sharing within NATO”

Dennis Murphy, Center for Strategic Leadership, “New Media and the Warfighter”


PARLOR F

Armed Forces on the Global Stage

Chair & Presenter
James Burk, Texas A&M University

Papers
Paul R. Camacho, University of Massachusetts Boston, “Globalization, the Arc of Instability, and Force Transformation: Flaws in the American Way of War”

Thomas N. Williams, U.S. Air Command and Staff College, “Oil and National Security: Traditional, Irregular, Disruptive and Catastrophic Challenges”

Efrat Elron, The Hebrew University, “Renewed Partnerships Between UNIFIL, Israel, Lebanon, the United Nations and the International Community: Implications for Mission Effectiveness”
CLARK 7  Perspectives on Coalitions in Peace and War  
Chair & Presenter  Robert F. Baumann, U.S. Army Command and General Staff College  
Papers  
Theodore A. Wilson, University of Kansas, “Coalition Warfare: A Historical Perspective on Contemporary Issues”  
Walter E. Kretchik, Western Illinois University, “The Effectiveness of United States Military Participation in Multinational Coalitions: Haiti and Bosnia”  
Tony R. (Randy) Mullis, Tiffin University, “Ubiquitous Collaboration in a NOFORN World: Intelligence Sharing in Peace Support Operations”  
Heike S. Abel, Bundeswehr Institute of Social Research, “Interoperability: Synergy or the Loss of Power? An Analysis of the German-French Military Cooperation”  

PARLOR A  When the Fighting Stops  
Chair & Presenter  Stephen Trainor, U.S. Naval Academy  
Papers  
Myriame Bollen and Sebastian Rietjens, Netherlands Defense Academy, “Considering Dedication and Integration during Reconstruction Processes”  
Bernhard G. Voget, Georg-August-University Goettingen, “Measuring the Effectiveness of Stabilization and Reconstruction Activities: Methodological and Practical Difficulties Applying the Economist’s Toolkit”  
Mary Frances Rosett Lebamoff, Loyola University Chicago, “The 2001 Ohrid Framework Agreement in Macedonia: Neither Settlement nor Resolution of Ethnic Conflict”  
Steve Carlton-Ford, University of Cincinnati, “Major Armed Conflicts, Militarization, and Life Chances: A Pooled Time Series Analysis”
Saturday 26 October  
PANELS  
4 to 5:30 pm  
PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION  
6 to 7 pm

CLARK 5  
Armed Forces as Political Actors

Chair & Presenter  
George R. Mastroianni, U.S. Air Force Academy

Papers
William J. Gregor, School of Advanced Military Studies, “War Termination in the Age of Terror: Searching for a Policy Dialogue”

6:00 to 7:00 pm  
PRESIDENT’S RECEPTION  
Monroe Ballroom  6th Floor  
All Conference participants are cordially invited to attend.
THE DAY IN BRIEF

7:00 - 8:15 am  Adams Ballroom  6th Floor
Breakfast Buffet  Conference Participants

7:00 - 8:30 am  Monroe Ballroom  6th Floor
Breakfast Meeting  Editorial Board of Armed Forces & Society
Sponsored by SAGE Publications
Chair  Patricia M. Shields, Editor
Texas State University

8:45 – 10:15 am  Parlor H
Roundtable  Honoring the Scholarship of Moshe Lissak

Panel Sessions  Parlors  6th Floor
8:45 – 10:15 am  &  10:30 am – 12:00 pm

Post-Conference Sessions  Parlor E
12:30 pm – 1:30 pm  ISA Research Committee 01
1:45 pm – 3:00 pm  ERGOMAS
ROUNDTABLE
8:45 to 10:15 a.m.
PARLOR H

Honoring the Scholarship of Moshe Lissak

Rebecca L. Schiff
Brandeis University
Chair

Reuven Gal
Authority for Civic Service/Prime Minister’s Office, Israel

Charles C. Moskos
Northwestern University

David R. Segal
University of Maryland College Park

Dafna Shaked
Tel Aviv University
Institute for National Security Studies, Jerusalem
8:45 to 10:15 am

PARLOR B  Fighting for Peace
Chair & Presenter  Peter D. Feaver, Duke University

Papers
Paolo Tripodi, Marine Corps University, “Soldier’s Moral Responsibility in Peace Support Operations”
Christopher Spearin, Canadian Forces College, “Private, Armed, and Humanitarian? States, NGOs, International Private Security Companies and Shifting Humanitarianism”
Nina Leonhard, Bundeswehr Institute of Social Research, “The Forgotten Mission’ or How to Deal with a Military Mission that Has Come to Its End: Impressions from the German Contingent in Bosnia”

PARLOR F  Examining Complex Security Issues: Integrating Theoretical Constructs
Chair  Willemijn Keizer, Royal Military College of Canada
Presenter  Alan Okros, Royal Military College of Canada

Papers
Alan C. Okros, Royal Military College of Canada, “Contested Jurisdictions: The Militarization of Aid”
Liz St. Jean, Carleton University, “Beyond Self-Defense: Peacekeepers and the Use of Force”
Sofia Weibull, Swedish National Defence College, “Just Assassination”
Willemijn Keizer, Royal Military College of Canada, “Uneasy Alliances: Military-NGO Relations in Complex Operations”
John P. Hawkins, Brigham Young University, “Strategic Culture Concepts in Military Nation-building and NGO Settings: Some Articles of Anthropological Faith”
PARLOR A  Soldiers for Hire?

Chair & Presenter  Monika Drake, U.S. Marine Corps

Papers

Dewi Williams, Staffordshire Law School, UK, “The Challenge of ‘Privatising’ Warfare: Do We Have to Hire the ‘A Team’?”

Lindy Heinecken, Stellenbosch University, South Africa, “Discontent within the Ranks? Officers’ Attitudes Towards Military Employment and Representation – A Four Country Comparative Study”
10:30 am to 12:00 pm

PARLOR B  Civil Society During and After Military and Counterterrorism Operations

Chair  Reuven Gal, Authority for Civic Service/Prime Minister’s Office, Israel
Presenter  David R. Segal, University of Maryland College Park

Papers
Rony Berger, NATAL - The Israeli Center for Victims of War and Terror, “The Abdication of the Responsibility for Civilian Society by the Central Government During and in the Aftermath of Major Disasters”
Klas Borell, Mid-Sweden University, “Living with Terror: Terror and the Everyday Construction of Reality in Beirut 2005”

PARLOR E  Perspectives on African Conflicts

Chair & Presenter  Stephen R. Dalzell, Office of the Chief, U.S. Army Reserve

Papers
Stephen R. Dalzell, Office of the Chief, U.S. Army Reserve, “A City that Was Meant to Be: Freetown as Actor in the Sierra Leone Civil War”
Charmagne Campbell-Patton, American University, “Mass Mobilization, National Identity and Conflict Prevention in Guinea”
Xanthe Scharff, Tufts University, “The Impact of the Sudanese Conflict: Examining the Impact of Conflict and Displacement on Family, Community and the Citizen-State Relationship”
Rob Satrom, American University, “Somalia: State Collapse as Mechanism of Clan Culture”
PARLOR A  Civil-Military Relations in Democratic Countries

Chair    Giuseppe Caforio, ISA Research Committee 01
Discussant Karl W. Haltiner, Swiss Military Academy, ETH Zurich

Papers
Giuseppe Caforio, ISA Research Committee 01, “General Presentation of the Outcomes of the Research on Cultural Differences between the Military and Parent Society in Democratic Countries”
Alise Weibull, Swedish National Defence College, “Value Orientations and Political Attitudes among Future Military and Civilian Elites”
Lindy Heinecken, Stellenbosch University, South Africa, “New Missions and Changing Character of Military Organizations”
Sarah A. Hill, Canadian Department of National Defence, “The Impact of Culture of the Canadian Forces and Department of National Defence on Civil-Military Relations in Canada”

PARLOR F  Crisis in United Kingdom Civil Military Relations?

Chair    Anthony Forster, Durham University
Discussant Christopher Dandeker, King’s College London

Papers
Tim Edmunds, University of Bristol, and Anthony Forster, Durham University, “Out of Step: The case for change in the British Armed Forces”
Victoria Basham, University of Bristol, “Re-Reading the Effectiveness of Operational Effectiveness: A Crisis of Social Legitimacy?”
Anthony King, University of Exeter, “The SAS and the Concentration of Military Power”
Andrew Dorman, King’s College London, “The Comprehensive Approach: Nice Idea But Is It Real?”
Jim Storr, British Army (Retired), “The British Army’s Experience of Casualties in Military Operations”
POST – CONFERENCE SESSIONS

PARLOR E 12:30 to 1:30 pm

International Sociological Association Research Committee 01
Armed Forces and Conflict Resolution

President Giuseppe Caforio
Secretary Ljubica Jelusic
University of Ljubljana

PARLOR E 1:45 to 3:00 pm

European Research Group on Military and Society (ERGOMAS)

Chair Alise Weibull
Swedish National Defence College
The Officers of the IUS and the Conference Committee particularly wish to thank our Program Chair and Committee member, Sandra Carson Stanley. She coordinates this event’s arrangements long before the Conference takes place and throughout its three days. There are no words to express the depth of our gratitude to her for her invaluable contributions to this and so many prior IUS conferences. Dr. Stanley has our great respect and appreciation.

The Officers of the IUS and
Mary Frances R. Lebamoff
Ryan J. Burch          James W. Schuler          Adina Sigartau

The 2007 IUS Conference Committee expresses their most sincere gratitude to this year’s Conference Staff. We depend on our on-site volunteers for Registration, panel area hosting, as aides, and for many other details and support.

We appreciate all you do to make this Conference a success!

The Royal Military College of Canada
Nick Deshpande          Mark Niles
Jon Douglas             Scott Payne
Kyle Dowd               Charlotte Sully
Ivona Dukic             Andrew Stocker
Nick Dunning            Geoff Strain
Phil Gartner
Nadia Worthington

The United States Military Academy
Amie M. Foster
Allison M. Gould
Jacklyn R. Oeser
David E. White

Loyola University Chicago
Eric Morse
Gjyze Milla
G. Abbas Chinoy
Jesus A. Manteca

University of Maryland College Park
Kimberly B. Bonner
Kirby Bowling
Karen DeAngelis
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